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02.
SYSTEMS THINKING: 

ABSTRACT
Concerns over the effects of climate change affect not only the architectural design world, but the larger web 
of society as a whole.  As such, the solutions developed need to address the complexity of factors leading to 
current atmospheric carbon levels.  Moving forward, new ways to work, collaborate and structure fees need to 
be considered in order to allow for the integrated, multidisciplinary approaches to work that are called for by 
forward-thinking professionals.  This paper explores seven topics that discuss systems from the conceptual to the 
natural to the man-made that start to suggest how changes could be made to help get to a more integrated way 
of working.  In doing so, these explorations will ideally instigate conversations on ways in which to further erase 
the traditional boundaries that limit our scope and potential.  We present no one solution, as such an act would 
be unsustainable.  The enclosed discussion should rather be used to engender thought on regenerative processes.

KEYWORDS: systems thinking, morphology, natural systems, environment, infrastructure, regenerative
design, decentralization, geography, GIS, design, urban design, architecture, culture, blurring
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Climate change is the major issue that pervades conver-
sation not only in the design world, but in almost every 
profession. It is arguably the largest issue of our time 
and deserves an equally large scope for discussion.  
Buildings in particular represent 38.9% of U.S. primary 
energy use (includes fuel input for production), account 
for 38% of all CO2 emissions in the U.S. and represent 
72% of U.S. electricity consumption.  Recently, several 

scientists have agreed that CO2 concentrations must be 
scaled back to below 350 parts per million. Currently, 
CO2 levels in the atmosphere are anywhere from 385 
to 390 parts per million and are rising about 2 parts 
per million a year. The primary cause of increasing CO2 
levels is our dependence on fossil fuels.  Burning non-
renewable resources such as coal and oil for energy fills 
the air with excess carbon, which results in unhealthy 
atmospheric levels.

Figure 1: USA CO2 emissions from buildings. Figure 2: USA electricity consumption from buildings.
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Climate change and rising CO2 levels are a new concern 
for the design profession. Historically, such issues were 
not explicitly taught, discussed or theorized over studio 
drafting tables. Designers find themselves in the unique 
situation of being in a critical position to influence one 
of the largest contributors to climate change—build-
ings. Being in this situation forces the designer to re-
think the system in which the profession functions and 
solves problems. Richard Farson refers to this shift in 
paradigm as the coming of age of the “meta-profes-
sional.” Farson describes the “meta-professional” as 
one who understands the changing role of his or her 
profession and has the foresight, intuition and creativity 
to redesign the system in which that profession is tradi-
tionally practiced. In order to solve the large problems 
that are faced today, we will have to rethink the scope of 
what and how we design. Systems thinking will rightly 
lead us further away from the traditional project delivery 
methods and scopes of services.  

Currently, the designer’s focus remains on the single 
building, or perhaps campus-scale, project. Given the 
scale of change that is necessary, this focus seems 
rather inefficient at times. Ideally, a sustainable project 
is approached through an integrated design process.  
This process has been put into play by the “meta-pro-
fessional” due to an understanding for the need of a 

more collaborative and multidisciplinary project delivery 
method. This thinking also needs to extend to ways in 
which the project scope can be redefined. Sustainable 
design for the single building leads to the occasional 
green island in vast seas of inefficiency. What does it 
mean for there to be one high-performance building 
among hundreds of inefficient ones? Does that one 
building have a moral obligation to help the others out 
if it can? Should it be designed to be able to? Or, more 
likely, should the systems off which all these buildings 
feed, both natural and man-made, be designed to allow 
for that kind of symbiosis?

LEED® is the preeminent green building rating system 
most recognized as a standard for measuring the sus-
tainable legitimacy of buildings. There are currently al-
most 2,000 LEED certified buildings. The stock of inef-
ficiently designed new and, more problematic, existing 
buildings that exists far outweighs the benefit of these 
sustainably designed projects.  An added concern is 
the ongoing operations and maintenance of these sup-
posedly sustainable buildings. The profession has wise-
ly begun to see opportunities in consulting on existing 
building retrofits, operation and maintenance training 
and planning and overall sustainable strategy planning 
for buildings, campuses and even corporate policies.
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Figure 3: 1,000 years of CO2 parts per million.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY APPROACH
As self-titled ‘multi-disciplinary non-experts’, we are in-
terested in how the observational design implementa-
tion of ‘systems thinking’ can render more regenerative, 
innovative and sustainable design strategies that are 
critical to symbiotic earth/human relationships.  

The process output is less of a traditional research 
paper, which rigorously investigates a specific condi-
tion that draws clear and logical conclusions. Systems 
thinking informed a broader investigation of many de-
sign processes, various concepts regarding regenera-
tive design and several analytical methods used in ar-
chitectural and infrastructural design. Not only did the 
process involve researching a broad spectrum of mate-
rial, but required an evaluation of the interconnectiv-
ity of everything, from which seemingly discrete topics 
such as geography and leaf arrays became variables of 
a complex web.

This ambient quality informed the paper organization:  
stand-alone vignettes exploring some of these web vari-
ables that when combined or juxtaposed, bring into re-
lief the infinite connections of the web. In a way, there 
is no beginning or end to this paper; only a mesh of 
points from which one can enter the paper at any one, 
and begin to make connections. Because of this, the 
project rejects the idea of a ‘conclusion’ as we do not 
know what the conclusions are.We are more interested 
in how large and complex the web is and suggest an 
open discussion regarding these issues. 

2.1 Natural Energy Systems
Throughout history, form has been a theoretic topic 
within design communities, with permutations of form 
generating various philosophies, aesthetic criteria and 
physical manifestations. The argument of ‘form versus 
function’ has been a heated topic in architecture spe-
cifically; some designers pushing for the importance of 
physical beauty and other designers pushing for func-
tional efficiency. Recently, the architectural community 
has been highlighting the importance of sustainable 
functionality and setting goals like the 2030 challenge 
to reduce and delete the need for fossil fuels.  Although 
these goals are necessary to set, and there is little argu-
ment that humans should not collectively try and solve 
our energy problems, can this set of new design chal-
lenges offer innovations into a new way of design think-
ing?     

Within nature, there is an intricate choreography of en-
ergy and material that determines the morphology of liv-
ing forms, their relations to each other and which drives 
the self-organization of populations and ecological sys-
tems. All living forms must acquire energy and materi-
als from their environment and transform this matter 
and energy within their bodies to construct their tissues, 
to grow, to reproduce and to survive. These needs are 
met with a series of systems that maintain organisms 
throughout the duration of their lifespan.  

These systems typically have a symbiotic relationship to 
their environment. Autotrophs (bacteria and plants) self 
generate their material form through energy from the 
sun, water, carbon dioxide and minerals.  Heterotrophs 
feed off of autotrophs and other heterotrophs to sustain 
their energy needs, implying a complex, expanding eco-
system with relationships.  
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Figure 4: The transportation network for fluids and the 
structural support for the organism have evolved as a fully 
integrated morphology.
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Within these systems, there are direct connections be-
tween the morphology (form) and metabolism (func-
tion).  At various plant scales, the transportation network 
for fluids and the structural support for the organism 
have evolved as a fully integrated morphology.  The xy-
lem and phloem are branching networks found within 
plants and have functionary roles of the movement of 
water and carbohydrates respectively. These networks 
not only serve primary roles in the survival of the plant, 
but simultaneously structure the plant. The patterns 
found within leaves are both the structure and the nec-
essary function of the release of water to stomata. 

The arrangement of leaves, Phillotaxis or leaf order-
ing, is related to the avoidance of self-shading.  Leaves 
emerge from a stem generally at the same angle, but in 
different array methods such as alternating, whorling or 
spiraling. These methods are also influenced by other 
variables involved such as branch circumference, and 
arrays are generated in similar algorithms to Fibonacci 
structures. 
 
These systems of morphology and metabolism also 
adapt to the specific geographic and climatic variations 
of their environment. Within autotrophs the sequential 
process of photosynthesis occurs as carbon dioxide is 
converted into oxygen, with the assistance of light fre-
quency energies and output through the stomata and 
pores of leaves and stems. Plants on the earth’s surface 
have uniquely designed this process based on specific 
needs within a specific geographic condition. Plants in 
hotter climates will leave the stomata open for shorter 
durations, attenuating the amount of moisture released 
from the system. Plants like cacti and succulents, which 
grow in extremely hot, dry climates, typically open their 
stomata at night, minimizing evaporation, and close 
them during the day.  

Autotrophs and heterotrophs have a symbiotic relation-
ship that unfolds within a sustainable system.  Humans 
have designed habitation systems that rely on finite en-
ergy sources that run through inefficient conduits. If a 
city is also one of these living forms, it too must acquire 
energy and do so within symbiotic and sustainable pa-
rameters not unlike all other natural systems. The orga-
nization and morphology of natural world energy sys-
tems provide a set of models that can be observed and 
influence current and future cities to mirror natural en-
ergy systems. The study of these systems suggests the 
means of developing a design that is strongly correlated 
to the organizations and systems of the natural world.  
The logic of photosynthetic and ectothermic metabo-
lisms can be extended to develop material systems for 

buildings and cities, and new concepts and geometries 
of building surface arrays. 

The proliferation of a symbiotic design that will inform 
towns and cities, one that begins to implement sustain-
able strategies existing with the natural world, has bare-
ly begun. Yet it is clear that the intellectual history of 
these ideas is very long, and that the climatic, cultural 
and economic pressures that are changing the world 
are very great.

 
2.2 Regenerative Design
Regenerative Design can be defined as a systems 
thinking approach that is process-oriented, rather than 
goal-oriented. The result is a system in which people 
and nature mutually benefit.  Whereas traditional goals 
of sustainable design aim to create without doing harm, 
regenerative design attempts to not only avoid harm, 
but rather actually create good. Rather than simply 
maintaining the status quo, regenerative design creates 
an output process that is greater than what previously 
existed in a potentially healing way. The idea is to cre-
ate a situation in which human and non-human species 
can coexist and continue to thrive. Given our aggressive 
atmospheric carbon reduction goals, new processes for 
aggressive exploration of design solutions need to be 
developed.

At present, the building process remains a process of 
consumption.  Materials, time, labor are consumed and 
sent into a dead-end void, never to be retrieved. Truly 

Figure 5: A field of design practice.
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regenerative ideas begin to emerge when the extraction 
of the energy put into the process is also considered. In 
other words, how do we use energy and then return it 
to its source?  

Although certain design ideas start to hint at principles 
of regenerative design, such as self-healing materials, 
carbon-eating cement and piezoelectric energy-gen-
erating tiles, building- and city-scale projects will need 
to tie into existing human and natural infrastructures 
to truly create a holistic regenerative design approach.  
The answer will reveal itself in systems that aggregate, 
rather than isolate. For example, consider the energy 
input required in manufacturing, transporting and in-
stalling a wind turbine in a mediocre location for wind 
compared with the energy output. This scenario bene-
fits the owner perhaps in public relations appearances, 
however, the balance of energy input versus output is 
not as optimized as if a regional wind energy plan is put 
into place in which a wind farm in an optimal location 
generates energy for the general grid.  Regenerative de-
sign will take to new directions not only what we design, 
but how we design.

Moving towards a regenerative design paradigm will re-
quire the “meta-professional” to rethink the designer’s 
scope, much like a systems thinking approach. In order 
to create more good, it may be required to have access 
to existing electrical grids, food distribution systems or 
waterways. These are things that are generally not in 
the designer’s scope to influence. New partnerships 
and understandings will need to be approached in the 
spirit of true integrated design in order to reach the full 
regenerative design potential.

2.3 Inside Outside Blurring
One of Modernism’s ambitions was to create utopic in-
terior environs, which was at times solved by severing 
the inside of the building from the outside. This was 
to produce an environment, insulated with modern 
materials, conditioned and controlled by technological 
advancement and comprised of state-of-the-art gad-

gets that make life easier (and more exciting). These 
technological innovations often made life more difficult, 
as seen in one of Jaques Tati’s films, and the isolated 
innards of buildings often produced an abnormally se-
cluded feeling of confusion. Besides the absurdity of 
it all, there was a mass embracement during the 20th 
century in modernizing countries to conceal buildings 
and condition them with technology. This has now been 
established as unsustainable due to the energy needs 
and our inability to produce these needs on large scales 
without the use of fossil fuels.

One of the leading standard designers for sustainable 
design, USGBC, requires all LEED projects to be interior 
spaces, even if the majority or all of the habitable and 
programmable space is outside. This highlights one of 
the inefficiencies of creating standards of sustainability 
with little geographical and climatic specificity and also 
disregards the positive potentials of passive systems.  
The goals pursued are the reduction of thermal gain/
loss through increasing amounts of thermal insulation, 
electrical equipment regulation of interior environs and 
the reduction of energy consumption. Although reduc-
tion of consumption is a worthy goal, this impervious ap-
proach consequentially reinforces the strict dichotomy 
between interior and exterior that came hand in hand 
with the emergence of these devices in the first place.  
We have inherited a solipsistic spatial paradigm that is 
dictated by and, in turn, dictates the way we think about 
the homogenous modulation of hermetic (and hermitic) 
interior environments.

Some historical context might be of use for our utilitar-
ian environmental consciousness. The mashrabiya in 
Islamic architecture and jali in Mogul architecture are 
screened vertical planes allowing ventilation, modulat-
ing external light and providing privacy. The badgirs in 
Persian architecture are wind catchers that function as 
a natural ventilation cooling system, funneling exterior 
air inside and pushing hot air out. The porch found in 
the traditional architecture of the United States’ south-
east, provides a continuous shading device protecting 
from slanting sun and blowing rain. 
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Figure 6: Binary threshold. Figure 7: Gradient threshold.
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These devices can create in-between spaces that are 
both inside and outside, providing more heterogeneity 
to the spatial catalogue of a place.  

Adding more to the richness and diversity of interior 
spaces, the porosity and thickness of walls are variables 
when manipulated, create a variety of microclimates 
that work with the dynamic needs of building habita-
tion. Certain climatic conditions work with certain pro-
grams; depending on the time of day or season, con-
ditions might shift or other conditions might emerge if 
needed. In cold climates, daytime activities might oc-
cur along the south façade to maximize solar gain and 
nighttime activities shift inward to an insulated space.  
In hot climates, the use of inner-courtyards provides 
shading and ventilation during the day and nighttime 
activities disperse outwards.  

The synergy between material arrangements, micro-
climatic conditions of space and interrelated migratory 
activities is a dynamic relationship rarely seen in the age 
of the air-conditioner. Operable windows, arcades and 
porches have mostly disappeared from contemporary 
architecture due to the strict division between interior 
and exterior and this division is rewarded as being sus-
tainable. As new spaces begin to require regenerative 
designs, a migration back to older ideas and uses of 
space could provide not only symbiotic relationships 
between buildings and the earth, but also more dynam-
ic and interesting spatial conditions.

2.4 Systems Thinking
‘Systems thinking’ is an observational design strategy 
that promotes the awareness of larger organizations 
and flows and is based on the belief that seemingly dis-
crete units are in fact interconnected components of a 
larger framework. It purposes that system components 
are optimally understood in the context of relationships 

with each other and with other systems, rather than in 
isolation. 

Contrary to ‘scientific reductionism,’ which believes a 
complex thing is nothing but the sum of its parts and 
can be understood by isolating these parts, ‘systems 
thinking’ emphasizes the importance of the relation-
ships and inter-connectivity of these parts. Instead of 
isolating further into specificity, its view is to take into 
account larger numbers of interactions. It promotes a 
more holistic approach to the understanding of com-
plex things by examining the interactions and linkages 
between the parts that compose the whole.  

‘Systems thinking’ can be used both outwardly and in-
wardly: to observe how local actions influence global 
and universal networks and to observe how larger sys-
tems can inform local decisions to promote harmony 
and balance within a system.  

As design opportunities become more dynamic and 
complex, ‘systems thinking’ can provide a more ho-
listic and flexible structure for innovative architectural 
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Figure 8: A cold climate condition: daytime activities along the 
south.

Figure 10: A field of discrete 
points.

Figure 9: A hot climate condition: daytime activities in a central, 
ventilated and shaded spaces.

Figure 11: A mesh of connectivity.



strategies. Practices like agriculture, biology and urban 
design have at its core a fundamental awareness of sys-
tems thinking. It is necessary for design practices with 
an inward focus, like architecture, to be aware of how 
design is integrated into a connective mesh, how sites 
are a part of larger sites, how buildings can be con-
nected, and basically, think of the larger picture.  

There are existing site systems—wind systems, water 
systems and energy systems—that are typically ignored 
within the realm of contemporary architecture. Interior 
environments are designed by sealing out the exterior, 
protecting from these systems and providing optimal 
control. ‘Systems thinking’ could suggest an embrace-
ment of these existing systems, as seen in cultures 
with nomadic histories. These nomadic structures are 
grouped around a central focus, typically one of these 
environmental systems, and their spaces have exter-

nal boundaries that are vague, adjustable according 
to functional need and rarely regular. These examples 
use natural systems to their advantage, solving environ-
mental control within the existing parameters instead of 
isolating homogenous space that requires new, foreign 
energy.  

This could inform a larger site and connect an individual 
structure to an organization of structures and energies. 
The way sustainable architecture is conducted, islands 
of ‘greenness’ are created. One building may have been 
designed to the highest levels of efficiency, while the 
one next door is designed to the lowest—the beautiful 
arrogance of an ‘off the grid’ mentality. Site expansion 
can incorporate infrastructural linkage and buildings 
can begin to regeneratively perform—buildings feeding 
buildings feeding buildings feeding buildings.  With the 
‘greening’ of city building policies where rating system 
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Figure 12: A: individual scale B: family scale C: community 
scale D: national (governmental) scale E: living organism 
scale F: universal scale.

Figure 13: Infrastructural synergies.
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certification levels are being mandated, larger systems 
thinking begins to make political sense as well. 
 
These ideas begin to suggest that architectural solu-
tions need to occur at local scales and also at infra-
structural scales. Similarly, infrastructural systems such 
as energy, transportation and agriculture perform local 
actions that affect the larger system and local points 
throughout it. Centralized systems can be paralyzed 
because of this, such as an outage in Michigan can 
cause blackouts up and down the Atlantic coast.  These 
systems need to be more webbed in form, decentral-
ized, and consist of multiple sources and two way flows.  
Companies like Xcel Energy and Duke Energy are not 
only implementing real-time consumer monitoring, but 
the ability to monitor on-site energy harvesting and in-
put back into the grid.  If energy companies began to 
pay increased prices for this energy at peak consump-
tion times, the potential of creating a web of energy har-
vesting and trade becomes more sustainable, reliable 
and economically viable.  

Infrastructural systems are often broken into regional 
segments, which are managed by different companies.  
The companies are beginning to generate software 
to spot inefficiencies and problems, but are reluctant 
to share this information with their competitors. The 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory persuaded thirty utility 

companies to share real-time data in exchange for a 
grid visualization tool that helps all thirty companies.  
‘Verde’ (Visualizing Energy Resources Dynamically on 
Earth) tracks grid assets nation-wide, where users can 
see where inclement weather is developing that might 
threaten transmission lines.  

This idea of ‘sharing’ is common in systems thinking, 
because of the awareness that we are connected and 
our collective intelligence will make us stronger and 
more efficient. In transportation infrastructures, the 
emergence of mesh networks like ‘zipcar’ and ‘goloco’, 
designed by Robin Chase, are providing shared tech-
nologies to enable informal and flexible transportation.  
Zipcar is a network of locations where publicly shared 
cars reside. These cars can be used at any time and 
dropped off at any Zipcar location. Individuals will hap-
pily pay for individual devices like Zipcar to perform 
a specific service, but in doing so build a transporta-
tion infrastructure. Goloco is turning social networks 
into transportation networks, alerting members when 
chances to travel both locally and nationally occur.  

On a professional scale, specializations are often iso-
lated based on performance assumptions and projects 
are observed in a linear series of discrete moments and 
exercises. ‘Systems thinking’ can suggest that a proj-
ect is a complex choreography of participants within 

Figure 14: An integrated process.

Figure 15: Iterative process (diagram by Jeff Williams/Perkins and Will).
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an integrated and iterative framework. Within a project 
system, points of decision can affect the project out-
put productively or negatively, depending on the project 
team’s awareness of the interconnectivity of the collab-
orative process. There is an increasing awareness that 
project members’ involvement is necessary throughout 
the entire project evolution, where once before their in-
volvement was isolated to a fragmented phase. 

Perkins and Will as a corporate whole has pursued in-
terest in exploring the power of integrated design.  Many 
individuals within the firm are aware of its efficacies and 
find it to be a natural and intuitive work method. Inte-
grated project delivery manuals have been generated 
to educate employees on the benefits of an integrated 
process and even go so far as to offer steps to imple-
mentation.  Several of the firm’s initiatives also advocate 
integrated design and research how it promotes more 
successful and more sustainable design. This embrace-
ment of integrated processes points to a larger need 
of adaptation that is necessary to survive in a commu-
nity of designers. This need to adapt suggests quick 
and fluid means to transition to an integrated design 
office culture. It suggests studio atmosphere of collec-
tive working and potential sub-firm organizations that 
work exclusively together.  It suggests promoting project 
teams with chemistry, not so unlike a sports team or 
jazz band that is carefully balanced and has years of 
experience together. These efforts are necessary within 
the firm in order to start working towards a more inte-
grated process model. In the future, it will be necessary 
to continue to explore ways in which to facilitate more 
collaborative work processes with parties outside of the 
design profession as well.  

2.5 Decentralization
Decentralization is the occurrence of dispersing power 
from an authoritative relationship between two or more 
parts of unequal power, to a lateral interface where 
parts share equal power.  The more decentralized a sys-
tem becomes, the more it relies on itself—on intercon-
nected relationships—and less reliant on commanding 
forces.  Similar to ‘systems thinking,’ decentralization is 
sometimes defined as the study of interfaces between 
parts of a system.

Looking at how food systems currently work, the ag-
riculture industry is a series of large, hub/spoke sys-
tems that produce enormous quantities of food. These 
systems often use chemicals and steroids, pollute land 
and water environments and provide food to the coun-
try disregarding regional and seasonal food balances.  
The decentralization of these systems could provide 
more regional control and local participation, potentially 
performing in more sustainable methods and providing 
fresher and cleaner foods. 
 
The symbiotic reinforcement of systems thinking and 
regenerative design finds strength in the synergy of a 
generation network, dispersal network and collection 
network.  

Observed were abandoned areas around metro Atlanta 
that could host small farms and greenhouses.  A series 
of potential inhibitors were factored into this mapping 
and the result was a network of potential intervention 
sites. The second investigation was mapping close 
proximity open spaces—brownfields, existing parks and 
parking lots— to provide market spaces if needed.  

Figure 16: Centralized. Figure 17: Decentralized.
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To further the decentralization of a food system into 
being a regenerative system, it was necessary to map 
the flow of energy and reconnect the end-user organic 
waste back to the small farm network. Composting in 
itself is a webbed network of components that require 
careful balance for maximum effectiveness and mini-
mum harm. An infrastructural composting system was 
designed to collect organic waste at collection points, 
mix several varietals for a diverse amount of needs and 
deliver to the network of small farms.

2.6 Geography
While searching for more effective ways to achieve the 
sustainability goals we have set for ourselves, it is dif-
ficult to avoid the fact that geography plays a role in al-
most every one. Geography determines the cost, source 
and type of energy; the quality, quantity and source 
of water; and the types and abundance of natural re-
sources. The idea of having a sustainable, and even 
regenerative, project is intrinsically connected to that 
project’s place. 

The study of geography is primarily an exercise in de-
scribing the Earth. The profession is typically divided 
into physical and human geography, effectively exclud-
ing observation on the impacts of one on the other. The 
area of environmental geography is emerging as a re-
sponse to this gap, which describes the spatial aspects 
of interactions between humans and the natural world.

Ray Cole discusses the importance of this connection of 
the natural and physical world in his work on regenera-
tive design. Designers should understand geography as 
a description of both the physical and human charac-
teristics of a certain place, realizing that the buildings 
that they design are essentially human interventions 
on the physical space. The tendency has been to build 
regardless of the current human geography, or to try 
and overcome the current physical geography. Design-
ers are beginning to relearn the importance of working 
with physical geography in terms of harnessing daylight 
and energy from natural systems. These considerations 
are manifested in building site and orientation studies, 
solar and wind energy analyses and stormwater man-
agement strategies. Further attention needs to be given 
to exploring how human geography can also work with 
the added human intervention that is the building. The 
energy grid, water distribution, agricultural routes and 

Figure 18: Generator and dispersal sites.

Figure 19: Regenerative feedback loop.

Figure 20: World human relationship.
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transportation systems are all human geography that 
need to be considered in new ways.

It is not a new concept to consider geography in design 
of buildings and cities.  On the contrary, it is the most in-
stinctual and primary of reactions that most cities have 
grown up around sources of water and within access 
of natural resources. Newer cities have begun to grow 
around human geography. For example, Atlanta rose 
from the intersection of rail lines and in Greg Lindsay’s 
article, “Rise of the Aerotropolis,” he discusses the rise 
of Asian cities being built around the airport.  

Rather than maintain that these resources of human 
geography are for the mere convenience of modern hu-
man lifestyles, it will be imperative to use these proximi-
ties to rethink the way in which energy, water and food 
are distributed in order to discover large-scale system-

atic strategies for reducing our dependence on fossil 
fuels.

Sustainability experts are finding that the solutions are 
tending to be more and more place specific. While at 
some level, rating systems such as LEED have made 
efforts to account for this importance in geography, 
work remains to be done in truly understanding the 
potentially harmless intervention of manmade and 
natural.  The LEED rating system for new construction 
has always had sustainable site criteria and now the 
USGBC has further acknowledged the importance of 
geography with the inclusion of regional priority credits 
that award bonus points for achieving credits that the 
USGBC has determined critical for the project’s specific 
location.  LEED and the 2030 Challenge also recognize 
the importance of geography by requiring energy use 
intensity baselines to be determined based on region 

Figure 21: A geographical orientation, London and New York.

Figure 22: An anthropological orientation, Atlanta and Las Vegas.
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as well as building type. In fact, every LEED category 
attempts to bring the focus back to discovering a local 
solution, even though often reference guide users tend 
toward treating the manual as a catalog of universal 
design solutions. LEED challenges the designer to use 
local solutions for everything from water use and energy 
reduction, to material sourcing. Perhaps bamboo floor-
ing does not make sense everywhere. The LEED refer-
ence guide is not prescriptive in how energy and water 
reduction targets are reached and do not explicitly take 
into account more specific geographic features such as 
elevation, proximity to waterways or access to existing 
infrastructure.  

It does become problematic when LEED is used in other 
countries and the designers rely on recommended ap-
proaches outlined in the reference guide, which is U.S. 
specific, rather than relying on proven local solutions.  
The further a solution is taken from its place, the less 
inherent sense it makes geographically and culturally.  

Another basic problem with rating systems is the need 
to set project boundaries. Energy savings can be real-
ized on many levels, not just that of the building and 
preferably should be realized in a broader systems-
based sense. Project boundaries refer not only to site 
boundaries, but also the requirement that the program 
space be enclosed by walls. Geographically based so-
lutions will increasingly take advantage of temperate 
climates and locate certain program spaces in open 
courtyards or breezeways. Typical rating systems have 
yet to account for the energy savings these decisions 
provide.  

The American Society for Landscape Architects (ASLA) 
is working to expand the USGBC site metrics so that the 
standards go well beyond sites where buildings are the 
critical component. ASLA is looking to apply site-rating 
tools at a larger scale such as recreation areas, leisure 
parks, cultural landscapes, ecological restorations and 
utility and transportation corridors. Hopefully, rating 
systems will be able to realize a project as not just a 
building project or a landscape project, but can rec-
oncile how to consider projects that may contain both.  
For example, school projects that incorporate outdoor 
classrooms in exchange for indoor classrooms should 
be able to receive energy use reduction credit for those 
spaces.

2.7 Software Tools
In order to meet current carbon, water and energy 
reduction targets, it is necessary to move beyond the 
traditional architectural project boundary and consider 

and quantify our actions and our impacts on a larger, 
system-wide scale.  

Designers potentially have the ability to design more re-
generative and high-performing buildings with the use 
of GIS tools. In collaboration with urban planners, the 
knowledge that buildings are part of a network and con-
nect to both the human and natural systems on which 
they feed should be optimized. Buildings are typically 
not designed to exist alone, however the tools that de-
signers typically use suggest that they are. Everything 
from the building program to the construction drawings 
stops neatly at the project site boundary. This practice 
is, of course, necessary given the nature of how the firm 
gets paid and the reality of the project owner’s scope.  
For this discussion, it is suggested that what is possible 
be considered given current tools and that the contrac-
tual implications be reviewed afterwards in a meta-pro-
fessional light.

For example, is it possible to not only generate renew-
able energy for new green buildings, but to feed any 
excess energy that is created back to less green existing 
buildings? This is already done through semantics, off-
sets and agreements between local power companies.  
It is interesting to consider the tools that could bring 
to light other ways in which even more design-based 
symbiotic relationships could occur. Existing infrastruc-
ture to be considered as modes for resource sharing 
may include electrical grids, transportation systems and 
waterways. 

Several GIS tools exist that are beginning to harness the 
potential of their capabilities for the benefit of sustain-
ability. GIS may be able to provide the tools that can 
help inform new solutions with existing problems. For 
example, GIS can map the effects of the surrounding 
built environment on the wind and sunlight that feeds 
a project site. While wind tunnel studies and advanced 
daylighting models may provide this information for 
larger scale urban projects, this information is not usu-
ally considered on the typical project.  

Technically speaking, a GIS or Geographic Information 
System, is a tool that integrates hardware, software and 
data for capturing, managing, analyzing and displaying 
all forms of geographically referenced information. GIS 
allows one to visualize and interpret data in many ways 
that reveal relationships, patterns and trends in the 
form of maps and charts. Much like BIM, or Building 
Information Modeling, GIS is a database-based tool that 
allows the user to see data graphically.  
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GIS is most often associated with a map. A map, howev-
er, is only one way one can work with geographic data in 
GIS and only one type of product generated. The three 
ways in which GIS data can be viewed is through the 
database view, map view and model view. Smart da-
tabases and maps have their obvious advantages that 
we are familiar with through other tools such as Revit 
and Google Earth. Data models, however, are somewhat 
unfamiliar in the design process and should be consid-
ered for their potential usefulness. ESRI works with the 
professional community to create data models based on 
industry needs. Of interest to the sustainably-minded 
designer would be the completed data models of energy 
utilities, environmental regulated facilities, transporta-
tion, water utilities and others.

How is GIS being used? GIS aligns with our continued 
commitment to the integrated and multi-disciplinary de-
sign process.  It provides a framework in which to over-
lay multi-disciplinary information at a variety of scales 
as well as a way to access proprietary and open-source 
data. The potential for large-scale holistic thinking is 
infinite.  

The urban planning group is currently using GIS in 
house to offer a new service to potential clients. They 
have used GIS to serve a developer by maintaining in-
formation on land parcels across Atlanta. This provides 
an ongoing maintenance-based service that utilizes the 
mapping and database capabilities of GIS.

Tools for achieving sustainable design goals have also 
been developed.  NREL has developed the open source 
“In My Backyard,” or IMBY tool that allows users to es-
timate the potential solar and wind energy that could 
be generated on their site. The user enters data into 
prompted fields to specify location and solar panel or 
wind turbine characteristics as well as draws points or 
areas for collection on a familiar Google Maps interface.  
Estimated energy generated can then be tested based 
on iterative user adjustments to the inputs, allowing the 
non-technical user to better understand how generally 
to maximize efficiency. NREL used GIS for both this tool 
and other maps of wind, solar and biomass available 
resources across the country that are available online.

Canada’s National Land and Water Information Service 
is an internet-based geospatial service that provides 
online access to water and other environmental infor-
mation to help designers and others make ideal land-
use decisions. The Agri-Geomatics page, for example, 
permits access to maps, databases and online tools that 
highlight factors such as air quality, biodiversity, soil and 
water quality for use in selecting appropriate land uses.

Engineering firms have begun to offer geospatial ser-
vices to its clients as well. Merrick, for one, offers geo-
spatial solutions as one of their primary services.  They 
provide services based on client needs, from GIS da-
tabase management (much like the Perkins and Will 
urban planning group is doing), to Light Detection and 
Ranging (LiDAR) service that include contour, flood-
plain and vegetation mapping.

Figure 23: IMBY interface.
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Geographic data can be input and manipulated in end-
less ways using GIS capabilities. While advances in GIS 
capability and application continues to advance rapidly, 
its integration into architectural and engineering work 
for the benefit of the environment is still being tested.  
While geographers and planners have relied on GIS, 
designers have been focusing on BIM as an integrative 
design tool that can further sustainable goals.

Autodesk integration of CAD, BIM, and GIS Autodesk re-
cently showcased a Green Design Dashboard to con-
tinually calculate the factors that affect the overall LEED 
score throughout the building design process. This tool 
monitors such things as energy use, water use, storm 
water runoff, carbon footprint and daylighting on a real-
time basis in order to inform designers of the overall 
impact of their structure as they are designed. 

Dashboards make sense as progress monitors for such 
factors, but will make even more sense and have a 
greater impact if they were monitoring larger systems 
rather than single building projects. Realizing this po-
tential, Autodesk has recently developed LandXplorer, 
a software in which entire digital cities can be created.  
Berlin has been modeled thus far, with plans to model 

an experimental urban center in Korea, Salzburg and 
Vancouver underway. These digital cities include not 
only building and site information, but also above and 
below ground infrastructural and meteorological in-
formation. In other words, connections can be made 
between a building’s HVAC system, the transportation 
line that serves that building and solar angles for the 
building’s site (taking into consideration shading from 
surrounding structures and landscape) in a relatively 
user friendly interface.

Users could potentially see the impact of their design 
decisions on the grid, wetlands or waste stream.  With 
the increasing popularity of municipal, state and na-
tional resource reduction goals, a communal approach 
to the challenge seems inevitable.  GIS has the potential 
to serve in this role.

3.0 CONCLUSION (AN OPEN DISCUSSION)
Climate change is a global problem that is plaguing 
the infinite systems within its over-arching scale.  It is 
caused by a confluence of factors that involve all profes-
sions and not only requires multidisciplinary solutions, 
but requires us to redefine the professions that created 
the problems in the first place.  As we all strive towards 

Figure 24: Canada National Land and Water Information Service interface.
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this singular goal of reducing our impact on the planet, 
old work methods that professionally confine us to our 
traditional niches will become unproductive within this 
multidisciplinary issue. This redefinition and collective 
need will unearth new ways to work, collaborate and 
share information.  

Architects talk about using materials with less embod-
ied energy while chefs discuss the virtues of locally 
sourced ingredients. As we continue to refine the ways 
in which we live and work, it is important to realize that 
there is power in synergy. A holistic analysis of distribu-
tion systems, for example, rightly addresses both the 
architect and the chef. 

This paper presents explorations into systems-based 
thinking and how it can be used in design applications.
Although the discussion begins with theoretical con-
cepts, climate change is not a theoretical problem that 
will be subsequently solved by more theory. We real-
ize it is a very real issue that requires actual methods 
and tools to begin to address it. We propose that GIS 
software bridges the gap between theoretical ideas that 
draw influence from the inherent success of natural sys-

tems and the need for a practical platform from which 
to understand those complexities and their relationship 
to the man-made built environment.

The software tools outlined are in the early stages of 
their development and use. Their potential power is yet 
to be realized. As our firm turns to more holistic services 
to offer our clients, such as campus sustainability plans, 
carbon management strategies and green team forma-
tion and consulting for multi-national corporations, we 
will need tools to help realize the complex multidisci-
plinary solutions that will be necessary. This paper at-
tempts to serve as an invitation to begin exploring these 
ideas and methods as considerations in our projects 
and perhaps more importantly, the process by which 
we deliver services and collaborate.

“We are not going to be able to operate our spaceship 
earth successfully, nor for much longer, unless we see it 
as a whole spaceship and our fate as common. 
 
It has to be everybody or nobody.”

Buckminister Fuller

Figure 25: LandXplorer interface.
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